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December 10, 2020       Via Email 

 

Daniel Trautfield 

Drop LWOP 

Legislative Coordinator 

dtrautfield@gmail.com 

 

RE: Request for Records (2020-046) 

 

Dear Daniel Trautfield: 

 

I am writing in further response to your October 25, 2020 email. You are 

requesting the Superior Court of California, County of Alameda (“Court”) provide 

you with “information from the criminal records of individuals sentenced under 

PC §190.2 from 1991 through 2020”. You are requesting administrative, 

statistical information about a subset of cases heard at the court, including: 

1. County Court Case numbers 

2. Defendant Names 

3. Disposition Dates 

4. Final Disposition Summaries 

5. Charges Convicted / penal codes for each case (eg. 187(a), 190.2(a)(3)) 

6. Any demographic information available including: 

a. Race of defendant  

b. Gender of defendant 

c. Age at time of sentencing 

 

The Court has responsive records to your request, and the following three files 

are included with this response: 

• List of all cases where there was at least one PC §190.2 enhancement. 

Please note the following regarding this data: 

o We redacted the name of a minor in a juvenile case. 

• List of all charges where there was at least one PC §190.2 enhancement. 

Please note the following regarding this data: 

o The same charge was listed multiple times if there were multiple 

dispositions. 

o The charge number is 1, 2, 3, etc. when from the complaint, and 

501, 502, 503, etc. when from the information. 
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• List of all PC §190.2 enhancements. Please note the following regarding this data: 

o The same enhancement was listed multiple times if there were multiple dispositions. 

 

All of the data provided with this response are from our current criminal case management system 

which has data for any cases with any activity since the beginning of 2004, so you will see cases that 

were disposed of before 2004. We also have data from the County’s legacy case management system 

but need to spend additional time to see whether this information is complete. We will not be able 

to do this until January 2021.  

 

Please email pubaccessrequest@alameda.courts.ca.gov if you have any questions regarding this matter. 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Executive Office Projects & Programs 
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